
Movement Building   
TO 

transform politics



Avaaz: who we are
Avaaz —meaning "voice" in several European, Middle Eastern and Asian languages— 
launched in 2007 with a simple democratic mission: organize citizens of all nations to close 
the gap between the world we have and the world most people everywhere want.

Avaaz empowers millions of people from all walks of life to take action on pressing global, 
regional and national issues, from corruption and poverty to conflict and environment. Our 
model of Internet organizing allows thousands of individual efforts, however small, to be 
rapidly combined into a powerful collective force.

The Avaaz community have 50 million members and campaigns in 15 languages, served by 
a core team on 6 continents and thousands of volunteers. We take action: signing 
petitions, funding campaigns and direct actions, emailing, calling and lobbying 
governments, and organizing "offline" protests and events to ensure that the views and 
values of the world's people inform the decisions that affect us all.



Avaaz: biodiversity
* Bringing citizens into the CBD process

* Doing advocacy with governments

* Articulating strategy with civil society

* Pushing business to do their part

* Supporting indigenous peoples struggles

* Encouraging champions to do more

* Working with independent scientists

* Funding local successful initiatives



CBD: calling for real ambition
* A strong 2050 Vision for Biodiversity with a north star 
to restore and protect half the Planet, and sustainably 
manage the whole planet.

* Ambition to agree a Global New Deal for Nature in 2020

* Creation of a High-Level Panel, like the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) High-Level Panel (HLP) to 
ensure highest political attention is brought to this crisis.

* Support for the CBD Secretariat in its appeal for a Heads 
of State Summit for Nature at the 75th UNGA.

* Innovative finance solutions to ensure the most bio-rich 
regions can address the collapse of biodiversity.



Building a movement
GUIDING PRINCIPLES

(1) Build unity from culture: focus on what we have in common, no on differences.
(2) The more you go into complexity the more you lose emotive core, and it is emotions 
that inspire people to act. Tell a story, and allow people to find their place in it. 
(3) Short and snappy is the key: cut the jargon! Put forward the inspiring vision in memes 
that are sticky and travel: “Half Planet/Nature needs half”; “Water is life” 
(4) We need grassroots and grasstops -- the inside and the outside.
(5) Define, shape and own the zeitgeist -- and aim big and go political!



Building a movement: 5 steps



1.Building a movement
HERE!



1.Setting the stage
In 2016, during the Cancun talks, we launched a 
petition to protect half of the Planet, with the support of 
indigenous peoples and local communities. So far, we 
got more than 2 million signatures from everywhere.

The petition is asking to:

(1) Meet existing targets to protect biodiversity;
(2) Forge a new agreement so that at least half of our 
lands and oceans are protected;
(3) Ensure our whole planet is completely sustainably 
managed;
(4) Take into consideration the needs of human 
development; and
(5) Ensure the active support of indigenous peoples.



2.Building a movement
HERE!



2.Encouraging leadership
We work closely with indigenous 
peoples and local communities on 
the ground, and also with other 
leaders in all sectors (youth, 
women, media, business, science, 
academy, churches) to make their 
voices heard. We’re all called to be 
leaders for our times!



A past example:
all united, all 

building power



Hurricane Sandy Survivors



Indigenous Peoples



Labor



Housing Rights



Tarsands 



Students 



Interfaith Coalition



Scientists



3.Building a movement
HERE!



3.People’s power at CBD
A simple ask, big impact. Thousands of Avaaz 
members are writing to elected leaders like Justin 
Trudeau, Ivan Duque, Carlos Alvarado, Andrés 
Manuel López Obrador or His Holines, Pope Francis



3.People’s power at CBD

President Duque (above), Prime Minister Trudeau (right)



3.Consumers power
Public campaigning is not only targeting 
politicians to do the right thing, but also a call to 
action to our own consumer behaviour. Small 
personal actions could complement well with 
campaigns that targets politicians. We make this 
personal. Because personal is political!



4.Building a movement
HERE!



4.Togetherness…
Facilitating and supporting 
the work of indigenous 
leaders in building is the 
Sacred and Territorial 
Biocultural Corridor 
connecting the Andes, the 
Amazon to the Atlantic, 
covering almost 200 
million hectares, uniting 
more than 400 cultural and 
spiritual identities. The 
map of the Amazon is the 
symbol of togetherness.



5.Building a movement
HERE!



5.Movement is scaling up!
We’re open source and yet we stay on 
message, working with organizations to 
change the conversation from burden to 
opportunities, working with everyone in 
finding a role to play in the solution: 
https://www.globaldealfornature.org/

https://www.globaldealfornature.org/


Open source organising
1. Big Tent - Once there is common goal and other basic common elements, for instance a commitment to non-violence, 
those who support that goal are welcome to contribute to the effort. 

2. Distributed Leadership and Autonomy - While parts of the movement may offer tools, processes and ideas that are 
valuable to others, there is no single central authority that has power over the whole. All are welcome to take leadership 
and contribute in the ways they choose. Each person, organization, or group of organizations is free to contribute as they 
feel is right for them.

3. Non-Zero Sum Thinking - Open source movements work well when participants celebrate and embrace the 
contributions of others to the common goal. Each contribution is seen as adding to, not threatening or diminishing, other 
contributions.  

4. Pluralism - many organizations and individuals will choose to associate into groups around common goals within the 
overall mission. Different structures with different sets of rights and obligations will work best for different groups, and a 
plurality of these is a strength of the movement.  

5. Common Goods Stewardship - Common goods, such as the goal, are ideally decided at the outset. Movements also 
benefit from common goods like communication channels or ‘open spaces’ in which to share ideas, as well suggestions 
for strategy and coherence. Anyone should be able to offer these goods, but they should be offered in a way that protects 
the open source spirit of the movement



Open source communication
1. Nominate a group of trusted people the task of a broadest overview of the entire 
political ecosystem, while connecting the ‘inside’ and the ‘outside’

2. Network of communication people in all key countries (from various organizations and 
specializations).

3. Mix of campaigners, policy experts, political analysts and communication people can 
coordinate briefing journalists, making the connections between all the work going on.

4. Interpret multiple messages into one theme - giving our narrative cohesion (it helps 
having common goods: briefings, calendars, talking points).

5. Capture and convey the Zeitgeist -- “this is inevitable”. And use the process to send a 
signal to the markets.




